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Features & Benefits
Data and image backups, ransomware protection and disaster
recovery tools, all in one easy-to-use solution.

All-in-One Technology
reevert brings you the combined benefits of
a full-featured intelligent hybrid backup and
storage solution with cloud backup and
recovery capabilities, all managed from a
single, easy-to-use admin panel.
reevert supports multiple backup and data protection mechanisms:
• Hourly, daily, weekly and monthly snapshots of locally stored data.
• Instant restores or roll-backs of local data.
• Data protection and sync for local network shares, NASes and shared folders.
• File /folder-level backup for Windows, Mac and Linux computers on your network.
• Image backups for physical and virtual Windows based servers, workstations and laptops.
• Seamless daily, weekly or monthly cloud data backups to Amazon S3, Wasabi hot storage, IBM
Cloud and others with bandwidth throttling to prevent bandwidth saturation during business hours.
• Flexible snapshot retentions and scheduling.

Efficient Snapshots
reevert automatically takes hourly,
daily, weekly and monthly
snapshots of your data. No matter
how big your datasets are,
capturing and restoring local
snapshots only takes seconds.
Restoring local snapshots does
not consume additional disk
space. Each snapshot only
includes actual changes from
previous snapshots, which
accelerates recovery and reduces
storage costs.

Built-in Filesystem Efficiency
reevert uses filesystem compression, making the backup process fast and efficient.
Filesystem compression helps save valuable disk space and improves disk I/O
performance. In addition, OpenZFS’s dynamic filesystem block size allocation
makes the most optimal use of storage resources.

Reliable Data Recovery
Disk failures or disasters might be the first scenarios
that come to mind when you think about data
protection. But hackers and thieves are out to
destroy or lock up your data as well. Malware and
Ransomware like WannaCry can encrypt your
valuable business files and render them useless.
Many victims pay steep ransom demands and don’t
even receive decryption keys in return.
Malware and Ransomware attacks are on the rise.
It’s more a question of when you’ll be attacked than
if. Be prepared with a foolproof backup plan. reevert's
local hourly, daily, weekly and monthly snapshots will
help you get your data back in a matter of seconds.
In case of total site loss, cloud backups will help you
get back on track.

Reliable Cloud Backups
reevert supports a variety of popular cloud storage services
for off-site snapshots including Amazon S3, Google Cloud
Platform, IBM Cloud and Wasabi hot storage. Leading
cloud providers offer highly reliable and cost-effective
off-site storage services with 99.999999999% durability.

Supported Cloud Storage Providers

Supported On-Prem, Multi-Cloud & Hybrid
Cloud Solution Providers

$

Substantial Cost Saving
reevert is an all-in-one solution. It serves as your file
server and a backup appliance, providing local and
cloud backup capabilities. By consolidating technology
platforms and eliminating point products you can
contain upfront costs and reduce ongoing expenses
including maintenance, operating system and data
protection software fees. And by backing up to the
cloud you can reduce equipment expenses and enjoy
pay-as-you-grow scalability.

Easy-to-use Web-UI
reevert's intuitive web-based
interface simplifies administration.
IT generalists, with no special
training can easily take care of
day-to-day operations, freeing up
specialists to focus on more
strategic tasks.

Flexible
Deployments Options

Hassle Free
Maintenance

reevert is available as a physical
appliance or a virtual appliance to
satisfy diverse scalability and
budget requirements. We support
most popular virtualization
platforms including VMware,
Citrix XenServer, Xen, KVM,
Microsoft HyperV and Amazon
EC2.

With reevert you’ll spend less
time worrying about backup and
more time focusing on core
activities to help grow the
business. All day-to-day data
protection tasks can be fully
automated. Just set up your
pools, shares and backup
schedules and you’re good to
go. Detailed status reports give
you full visibility into active and
historical events and
configurable notifications
automatically alert you to
critical issues and problems in
real-time.

reevert is easy to install and easy
to extend. You can quickly expand
capacity, without disrupting
operations. Just add a new virtual
disk and extend your storage pool
with a couple clicks. No
downtime or reboot required.

Why reevert
Free Trial
FAQ
Documentation

www.reevert.com

Feature Checklist

Small Office /
Workgroup

Enterprise

Start with free trial and renew later

x

x

License applies to one appliance

x

x

Ransomware & data loss protection, mitigates the risk

x

x

Very fast automatic & on-demand data snapshots enables more frequent backups
and better RPOs

x

x

Local, Network Shares, NAS and Network Computers (Windows, Mac, Linux) on-site and
off-site (cloud) data backups provides 360° protection

x

x

Physical and virtual server, workstation and laptop image backups with on-site and off-site
(cloud) storage to protect operating systems

x

x

Frequent restore points to minimize lost business productivity due to lost data (1 per hour)

x

x

Intuitive web-based interface simplifies administration

x

x

Integrated storage & backup capabilities to maximize efficiency and to reduce cost

x

x

Supports Amazon S3, Google, IBM, Wasabi and more for off-site cloud backups with
bandwidth throttling and AES-256 Encryption

x

x

Use this for non-domain environments

x

x

Ideal for Small Business / Workgroup setups

x

x

Ideal for Enterprise Networks

x

Maintains file system security and permissions with Active Directory integration

x

Active Directory file/folder security

x

Includes 2 image backup licenses ($48 for each additional image license.)

x

Download your free 30 Day Trial Now
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